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WolfVision brings Cynap to London for BETT 2016
th

KLAUS, AUSTRIA. 11

November 2015. WolfVision, the Austrian manufacturer of

presentation technology solutions will be demonstrating its new vSolution Cynap™
wireless presentation and collaboration system at the BETT Show in London, January 2023, 2016. Cynap is a multi-functional knowledge sharing solution for education and
business, which enables users to access, display, record, and share digital content
material of all types, from a wide range of different sources.
Cynap is compatible with all iOS, Android, Windows, and Mac devices, and wireless
‘bring your own device’ (BYOD) functionality allows up to four devices to share
information simultaneously on-screen, with up to 4K UHD output resolution. With
support for AirPlay and Miracast, and with dynamic content arrangement to optimize
on-screen space, information of all types is easily mirrored onto any display, ready for
instant sharing and distribution.
“Cynap is far more than just a wireless BYOD solution - it can play, display, record, and
stream all commonly used digital files from any device or source. Furthermore, just like
all our other WolfVision systems, it’s incredibly easy to use: I believe that Cynap is the
first collaboration system that truly enables us to leverage our collective intelligence both in the classroom, and in the workplace.” said Thomas Zangerle, WolfVision
Innovations and Product Manager.
On-board HD recording of all multimedia presentation and lecture content is provided,
and in addition, unlimited numbers of students on the same network as the presenter or
lecturer can use WolfVision’s vSolution Capture app for iOS, Android, and Windows, to
receive and record a direct stream of presentation or lecture content direct from Cynap.
Students can personalise their own individual copy of the recorded stream by adding
notes and annotations in real-time, further enhancing the value of their own recordings.
When there is a requirement to also incorporate ‘live’ materials into presentations or
recordings, Cynap can be used in combination with a WolfVision Visualizer System,
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enabling a combination of both digital and analog content material to be shown on-
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Driving the Creation of Knowledge
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WolfVision is a worldwide developer and manufacturer of innovative systems for efficient
knowledge transfer. Many internationally renowned universities and businesses use
WolfVision presentation, collaboration, and knowledge sharing technology solutions, to
optimize information handling throughout their organizations.
Prominent users include The United States Supreme Court, the universities of Harvard,
Heidelberg, Tokyo, and University College London, as well as Google, Apple, Microsoft,
Facebook, Audi, Porsche, Nike, Cisco, and NASA in the corporate sector.
Committed to ‘Driving the Creation of Knowledge’, WolfVision makes continuous
investment into research and development, and has won many awards for outstanding
innovation and design performance. The company has its headquarters in Austria, and
has subsidiaries in USA, Japan, Singapore, Canada, Dubai, and the United Kingdom.
More information: www.cynap.net
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